Consider the fireplace... quite possibly one of the most dramatic spaces in any home. With the unique power to mesmerize, a fire draws us closer in to its warmth. Such beauty and drama beckons an elegant frame. Introducing Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds, forged with the Heritage of Craftsmanship.
For over 40 years, Eldorado Stone® has demonstrated an undeniable passion for creating authentic products that not only elevate quality and design, but also attainability. Our commitment to this philosophy continues with our striking collection of Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds.

Our fireplace surrounds are designed to bring elegance and warmth to a wide variety of architectural styles. It all begins with a proprietary blend of limestone aggregates, minerals, natural pigments and special bonding agents. The material is hand applied layer by layer into the mold—creating natural color and texture variations—guaranteeing no two surrounds are exactly alike. Once the surround is removed from the mold, our skilled artisans hand finish each piece through a four-step finishing process. The distinctive one-of-a-kind process creates a highly authentic appearance which would normally only be found with natural carved limestone. Similar to natural limestone, variations in color and texture are celebrated characteristics of the product.

Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds are available in three colors—designed to represent the various types of natural limestones found across France and other parts of Europe. Choose from two finishes including Honed, a smooth texture, or Travertine, a more textured surface. Both finishes include color and texture variations, providing the authentic character and attributes of natural stone.

For those who admire a more distressed and aged appearance, Eldorado offers a distinctive color and finish called Antique Castello. Eldorado artisans masterfully distress the edge and surface details to recreate the weathered appearance of surrounds often found in classical architecture.

**The Colors & Textures of Authenticity**

- Oyster Shell Travertine
- Oyster Shell Honed
- Summer Wheat Travertine
- Summer Wheat Honed
- Oak Barrel Travertine
- Oak Barrel Honed

**Antique Castello**
As the name implies, The Soho "Boutique" is smaller in scale, yet its clean lines imply a sense of luxury and timeless style. Paired with the linear form of Eldorado Stone’s Birch LedgeCut33™, the combination creates a perfect match.

Despite the beautiful vistas the room offered, our gaze would always return to the fireplace...
An engaging book to get lost in, a warm drink to fortify, and a bustling fire for friendly comfort...

The Florentina

The classical shape of The Florentina creates the perfect frame for a wide variety of fireplace settings. The 9" mantel depth provides ample area to stylize to your specific interior design.
An elegant surround that transcends all design styles with multiple layers of intricate, yet linear carvings. The base blocks further enhance its stature and solid stance.

The gathering at the fireplace reveled in their stories as the generous fire lifted and warmed their spirits...
The crackle of the fire was first to break the silence; its soft glow made the party an elegant affair...

The pleasing blend of clean lines and finite details invite this surround into both contemporary and transitional settings. The 8” monolithic depth gives way to deeply carved and symmetrical properties.
We were spellbound with the gentle nocturne by the pianist, the flickering fire graciously serving as accompaniment...

Elegance and beauty adorn The Annalisa with its gently sloping arch and detailed carvings. Its scale is designed for larger rooms, perfectly suited for elegant and casual settings alike.
The comforts of Tuscany will never be lost on us—every evening spent fireside is a heartening reminder...

Like an afternoon walk along a cypress-lined country road, this surround will imbue a sense of rustic Italian charm. The robust 13” deep mantel paired with two gently sloping pilasters completes its distinct presence.
The understated elegance of The Sophia combines both straight lines and flowing curves. This long-established shape works well with traditional settings. Paired with a raised hearth, The Sophia beckons an after-dinner fireside chat.

Everyone agreed: the charming fire was the dinner’s most distinguished guest...
A warming hearth on a crisp evening in wine country, another cause to raise our glass and celebrate...

The majestic form of The Palacio draws you in with its impressive size and bold stature. Paired with Eldorado’s Lucera Hillstone, The Palacio instantly transports you to a countryside manor. The commanding presence will easily become the focal masterpiece for any luxurious space.
As we settled in by the blazing fire, we were inspired to reminisce on our travels through far-away places...

The intricate carvings and vaulted opening of The Marrakesh engages the architectural vernacular of both Spanish Revival and elements of Moorish influence. The timeless design embodies a casual elegance and feeling of warmth that will be welcoming in your home for years to come.
**Hearth Stones**
Create a more welcoming fireplace setting. A three-piece set includes one right, center and left stone. Individual center stones are also available. Available in all colors and finishes. 20” × 24” × 2” each.

**8” Hearth Riser Blocks**
Make your fireplace a more distinct element of your home. Riser blocks are sold in sets of three or individually. Available in all colors & finishes. 8”(H) × 19” × 23.375” each. Finish hearth at 10” high with hearth stones. Blocks may be trimmed to accommodate shorter heights.

**16” Hearth Riser Blocks**
Give your fireplace an even stronger presence with more height and stature. Riser blocks are sold in sets of three or individually. Available in all colors & finishes. 16”(H) × 19” × 23.375” each. Finish hearth at 18” high with hearth stones. Blocks may be trimmed to accommodate shorter heights.

**The Angelo**
Sweeping curves make this shelf an elegant mantel to grace any home. 9”(H) × 9”(D) in either 48” or 60” lengths. Available in all colors and finishes.

**The Martino**
Strong lines and crisp curves make this versatile shelf especially stunning in a modern home. 8”(H) × 9”(D) in either 48” or 60” lengths. Available in all colors and finishes.

**The Carlotta**
Rounded corners and long curves create a classic yet distinct mantel. 9”(H) × 9”(D) in either 48” or 60” lengths. Available in all colors & finishes.
The Bryant in Oak Barrel with Travertine Finish
How do I know which surround will work in my space?
Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds are designed to fit a wide variety of fireplace openings. Regardless if you’re remodeling or designing a new fireplace, we encourage you to go online at www.eldoradostone.com/fireplaces to experience our Design Your Space visualizer. You’ll be able to enter your fireplace opening dimensions, select different surrounds, add a hearth and choose colors and finishes.

What’s included with my Fireplace Surround?
Eldorado is making it easier to transform fireplace spaces with our “everything is included” approach. When you place an order with your local distributor or purchase online, your fireplace surround will ship complete with practically everything you’ll need for a successful installation.

How do I order a sample?
We highly recommend either visiting a local distributor or ordering a sample box online to view the different colors and finishes available. Because our fireplace surrounds replicate natural limestone, variations should, and can be expected.

How do I purchase an Eldorado Fireplace Surround?
There are two ways to purchase an Eldorado Fireplace Surround. Our first recommendation is to visit your local Eldorado Fireplace Surround distributor. You can find a local distributor by entering your zip code online. If there isn’t a distributor in your area, simply order the product online at www.eldoradostone.com/fireplaces.

How do I install my Eldorado Fireplace Surround?
Our proprietary manufacturing process and product design utilizes a combination of lighter weight yet strong materials, which makes installation quicker and more affordable. Visit your local distributor for a list of recommended installers or, if you consider yourself an experienced DIY’er, visit our website to review our installation video and downloadable instructions.
Please contact us at 800.925.1491 for any questions regarding an Eldorado Fireplace Surround. Our experienced team can assist you with questions ranging from product information, installation and design recommendations. We also encourage you to explore our website at www.eldoradostone.com/fireplaces.

Please Note: Even though colors in this brochure are as accurate as possible, photographic and printing techniques — and actual viewing conditions — can alter perception of color.